
CATCODE: 880223
OPR: AFCEC/COS
OCR: AFCEC/CXF

1.1. **Description.** This system is for area wide fire/emergency reporting and may use either voice or coded signal. The system may be part of the base internal wire and telephone system or may be radio operated. It includes initiating signal boxes, circuits, and central station receiving equipment, cabinets and consoles, antennas, and power supply equipment. This system is programmed, installed, and maintained as an Air Force communication function.

1.2. **Requirements Determination.** New coded systems are only authorized in special locations, in accordance with UFC 3-600-01, *Fire Protection Engineering for Facilities.*

1.3. **Scope Determination.** See UFC 3-600-01.

1.4. **Dimensions.** See UFC 3-600-01.

1.5. **Design Considerations.** See UFC 3-600-01.